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Just Thinking Out Loud

M

ay, the opening season for all those things we love gardening, baseball, boating, fishing, vacation and
riding the Gold Wing with our friends. Wherever you are,
whoever you are, spring brings new ideas, new opportunities and a fresh look.
A few months ago, when it wasn’t so warm and sunny in
Chicago, Gwen and I joined the rest of the International
Team (aka Team GWRRA) in Phoenix. Sorry, no tee times
or sun-screen, just three days learning how to better serve
the membership of our Association.
As a Team we were introduced to a fellow Winger - Joe
Price. Joe, in turn, introduced the Team to “Lead like you
Ride”. Mr. Price is the President and Founder of Intentional Achievements and Customized Training Solutions.
Frankly, I was thinking - wake me when this is over. But
then I thought - wait a minute this is the same guy I saw
pull up and get off his Gold Wing, he really is one of us.
For the next three days, Team GWRRA heard all about
“Lead like you Ride” and what it means when applied to
GWRRA, a motorcycle Association. I don’t know about
you but ever since my early days of any educational opportunity my mind has a tendency to wonder around the countryside.

Harry Dollarhide, Asst. Director RED
Steve & Tammy Hollingsworth, Asst.
MEC Directors—Coupe of the Year

Growing up in Colorado, gazing out the class room window, often took me to places I’d rather be. But as I listened

to Joe and Lead like you Ride my thoughts took me back to the time when Gwen and I were Chapter Directors. We were lucky back then, a new Chapter, perhaps the largest Chapter in Illinois at the
time, and full of eager Members willing to go wherever we led them.
But leading new, eager, younger Members was easy. A seemingly, never ending, new ideas, places
to go and new friends to share them with. I remembered thinking - jeeze, what if all 90 of them
show up on the next group ride?
Then, I never thought about equating my Leadership skills to riding the Wing. You know, turn the
key, and push the button wait for the green light. Today, I know that there is more to riding and riding safely. I’d like to think that Gwen and I always did - ride safe, exercised control, be aware of
the surroundings - but we didn’t think about it we just did it. Being the Chapter Directors we didn't
think about who would be the best Educator, the best Treasure, the best Road Captain, Sun Shine
Gal or Event Coordinator - we just had them. Or did we, certainly out of 90 active participants we
certainly had many good choices.
As my conscious state returned to Joe’s voice and the discussion of Lead like you Ride was in high
gear I began to realize that riding and leading together just made sense. Hey, after all, riding the
Wing is what brought us together to begin with. We would not ride with a flat tire and we wouldn’t
participate with a Chapter that did not operate smoothly - would we? We wouldn’t ride if the engine wouldn’t come alive on the first turn of the key and push of the button without thinking why would we? We wouldn’t participate with a Chapter that had no life and energy. We wouldn’t ride
in the dark without a headlight to show the way. A Chapter, without a knowledgeable Director to
guide the way, often fails to see where they are going - as leaders, as Members, how do we turn the
lights on?
In January 2014, Team GWRRA spent three days in sunny Phoenix in a class room learning how to
Lead like we Ride. Since then, the twelve Region Directors have participated in the same presentation via a new communication tool called FUZE. Video conferencing with Joe Price presenting
Lead like you Ride brings our vast Association closer together via the World Wide Web. Lead like
you Ride watch for it, ask for it, it may be coming to a Chapter near you - soon.
After thought - You might even realize that if you are a pretty good rider you just might be a pretty
good leader, after all it’s not all that different.
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Why Hands on CPR?

E

very few months someone goes online, takes a CPR class and submits the certificate to their Educator in
order to update their information in the Rider Education database. They are always surprised and sometimes
angry that the certificate is not accepted. The Rider Education Handbook states “To receive their cards they
MUST still take a course with an Instructor overseeing the results to be sure the Member understands the idea of
what they are learning.”

There are reasons for this. The Rider Education motto “Safety is for Life” is not just words, it is a strongly held
belief of your Educators and Trainers. The CPR and First Aid training GWRRA provides is not just for the Levels Program, it is to help prepare Members to handle a situation should one arise at home, at work, at a neighborhood BBQ or a Chapter ride. You never know who might need your skills and you will want those skills to be
as sharp as possible.
On July 28, 2011, HSI, the parent company of Medic First Aid®, wrote to OSHA and asked “Does OSHA consider online training only (computer-based training without a hand-on skill component or verification of competent skill performance by a qualified trainer) acceptable for meeting the intent of the basic first-aid and CPR
requirements of OSHA standards at 29 CFR 1910.151 (medical services and first aid), 1910.146 (permitrequired confined spaces), 1910.266 (logging operations), 1910.269 (electric power generation, transmission,
and distribution), 1910.410 (qualifications of dive team), and 1926.950 (power transmission and distribution)?
The shortened response is “Online training alone would not meet the requirements of these training standards.”
The reason for this is explained in an HIS blog entry: “nearly 30 years of research has demonstrated that first
aid and CPR skills deteriorate quickly – in as little two weeks after initial training. Significant decline is seen
within 6-9 months for a wide variety of individuals, including nurses, physicians, EMTs, and laypersons. It is
well established that substantial hands-on practice, repetition, and retraining are needed to gain and maintain the
motivation, competence, and confidence to put knowledge and skills to use.” Please use the link to read all
about the research results.

We know you want to ride, not spend time in the classroom. We understand that having to take a class every
two years can seem to be unnecessary. We hope that we have shown you that spending just a few hours refining
or renewing your skills can make all the difference should the time comes when you have to use them.
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Rider Education
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Overcoming Fear of Failure
Facing Fears and Moving Forward

H

ave you ever been so afraid of failing at something that you decided not to try it at all? Or has
a fear of failure meant that, subconsciously, you undermined your own efforts to avoid the
possibility of a larger failure? Many of us have probably experienced this at one time or another.
The fear of failing can be immobilizing – it can cause us to do nothing, and therefore resist moving
forward. But when we allow fear to stop our forward progress in life, we're likely to miss some
great opportunities along the way.
In this article, we'll examine fear of failure: what it means, what causes it, and how to overcome it
to enjoy true success in work, and in life.
Causes of Fear of Failure
To find the causes of fear of failure, we first need to understand what "failure" actually means.
We all have different definitions of failure, simply because we all have different benchmarks, values, and belief systems. A failure to one person might simply be a great learning experience for
someone else.
Many of us are afraid of failing, at least some of the time. But fear of failure (also called
"atychiphobia") is when we allow that fear to stop us doing the things that can move us forward to
achieve our goals.
Fear of failure can be linked to many causes. For instance, having critical or unsupportive parents is
a cause for some people. Because they were routinely undermined or humiliated in childhood, they
carry those negative feelings into adulthood.
Experiencing a traumatic event at some point in your life can also be a cause. For example, say that
several years ago you gave an important presentation in front of a large group, and you did very
poorly. The experience might have been so terrible that you developed a fear of failure about other
things. And you carry that fear even now, years later.
Signs of Fear of Failure
You might experience some of these symptoms if you have a fear of failure:
 A reluctance to try new things or get involved in challenging projects.
Self-sabotage - for example, procrastination, excessive anxiety, or a failure to follow through with
goals.
Low self-esteem or self-confidence – Commonly using negative statements such as "I'll never be
good enough to get that promotion," or "I'm not smart enough to get on that team."

Perfectionism – A willingness to try only those things that you know you'll finish perfectly and successfully.
" Failure" – A Matter of Perspective
It's almost impossible to go through life without experiencing some kind of failure. People who to
do so probably live so cautiously that they go nowhere. Put simply, they're not really living at all.
The wonderful thing about failure is that it's entirely up to us to decide how to look at it.
We can choose to see failure as "the end of the world," or as proof of just how inadequate we are.
Or, we can look at failure as the incredible learning experience that it often is. Every time we fail at
something, we can choose to look for the lesson we're meant to learn. These lessons are very important; they're how we grow, and how we keep from making that same mistake again. Failures stop us
only if we let them.
It's easy to find successful people who have experienced failure. For example:
 Michael Jordan is widely considered to be one of the greatest basketball players of all time. And
yet, he was cut from his high school basketball team because his coach didn't think he had enough
skill.
 Warren Buffet, one of the world's richest and most successful businessmen, was rejected by
Harvard University.
 Richard Branson, owner of the Virgin empire, is a high school dropout.
Most of us will stumble and fall in life. Doors will get slammed in our faces, and we might make
some bad decisions. But imagine if Michael Jordan had given up on his dream to play basketball
when he was cut from that team. Imagine if Richard Branson had listened to the people who told
him he'd never do anything worthwhile without a high school diploma.
Think of the opportunities you'll miss if you let your failures stop you.
Failure can also teach us things about ourselves that we would never have learned otherwise. For
instance, failure can help you discover how strong a person you are. Failing at something can help
you discover your truest friends, or help you find unexpected motivation to succeed.
Often, valuable insights come only after a failure. Accepting and learning from those insights is key
to succeeding in life.
Overcoming a Fear of Failure
It's important to realize that in everything we do, there's always a chance that we'll fail. Facing that
chance, and embracing it, is not only courageous – it also gives us a fuller, more rewarding life.
However, here are a few ways to reduce the fear of failing:
Analyze all potential outcomes – Many people experience fear of failure because they fear the unknown. Remove that fear by considering all of the potential outcomes of your decision. Our article
Decision Trees will teach you how to map possible outcomes visually.
Learn to think more positively – Positive thinking is an incredibly powerful way to build selfconfidence and neutralize self-sabotage. Our article Thought Awareness, Rational Thinking, and
Positive Thinking is a comprehensive resource for learning how to change your thoughts.
 Look at the worse-case scenario – In some cases, the worst case scenario may be genuinely
disastrous, and it may be perfectly rational to fear failure. In other cases, however, this worst case
may actually not be that bad, and recognizing this can help.

Have a contingency plan – If you're afraid of failing at something, having a "Plan B" in
place can help you feel more confident about moving forward.
Using Goal Setting
If you have a fear of failure, you might be uncomfortable setting goals. But goals help us define where we want to go in life. Without goals, we have no sure destination.
Many experts recommend visualization as a powerful tool for goal setting. Imagining how
life will be after you've reached your goal is a great motivator to keep you moving forward.
However, visualization might produce the opposite results in people who have a fear of failure. In the article "Tantalizing Fantasies: Positive Imagery Induces Negative Mood in Individuals High in Fear of Failure" (published in the journal Imagination, Cognition and Personality, Vol. 21, No. 4), researcher Thomas Langens showed that people who have a fear of failure were often left in a strong negative mood after being asked to visualize goals and goal attainment.
So, what can you do instead?
Start by setting a few small goals. These should be goals that are slightly, but not overwhelmingly, challenging. Think of these goals as "early wins" that are designed to help boost your
confidence.
For example, if you've been too afraid to talk to the new department head (who has the power
to give you the promotion you want), then make that your first goal. Plan to stop by her office
during the next week to introduce yourself.
Or, imagine that you've dreamed of returning to school to get your MBA, but you're convinced that you're not smart enough to be accepted into business school. Set a goal to talk with
a school counselor or admissions officer to see what's required for admission.
Try to make your goals tiny steps on the route to much bigger goals. Don't focus on the end
picture: getting the promotion, or graduating with an MBA. Just focus on the next step: introducing yourself to the department head, and talking to an admissions officer. That's it.
Taking one small step at a time will help build your confidence, keep you moving forward,
and prevent you from getting overwhelmed with visions of your final goal.
Note:
Sometimes, fear of failure can be a symptom of a more serious mental health condition. If fear
of failure affects your day-to-day life, it's important to speak with your doctor to get advice.

Key Points
Many of us sometimes experience a fear of failure, but we mustn't let that fear to stop us from
moving forward.
Fear of failure can have several causes: from childhood events to mistakes we've made in our
adult lives. It's important to realize that we always have a choice: we can choose to be afraid,
or we can choose not to be.
Start by setting small goals that will help build your confidence. Learn how to explore and
evaluate all possible outcomes rationally and develop contingency plans; and practice thinking
positively. By moving forward slowly but steadily, you'll begin to overcome your fear of failure.
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Finding New Friends

H

ow do you find new Friends? Why do you want to find new Friends? Why are new Friends
important to GWRRA? And what does Recruiting and Retention (R&R) have to do with
finding Friends?
Lena and I recently moved to North Carolina leaving our many GWRRA friends in Texas and Region H. It didn’t take long to get acquainted with new friends in North Carolina and soon to be
new friends in Region N. That’s one of the many benefits of GWRRA membership. You have
friends in every part of the country. Last week I attended the TN District convention and we will
be at SC District convention this week. We are finding a whole new group of friends. So, you
may ask why I need to find new friends when GWRRA provide a network of over 60,000 friends
internationally? With so many Members why do we have a Recruitment and Retention Program?
Why do we need new Members? How do I find these New Friends?
With the riding season in full swing this could be the best time to find new GWRRA friends.
Think about that visit to the local Honda shop for service and accessories. Chapter rides, dinner
rides, and leisure rides around town or rides to District and Region rallies. Poker runs, Charity
rides, fun runs, open house at the Honda dealership and the list goes on. One truism is if you park
a Gold Wing in a parking lot for any length of time there will be admirers (potential new GWRRA
friends).
Okay, now you have found them it’s time for R&R to intervene. Start out with, “Hi, my name is
John Bryant, how are you today”? The normal response is, “that’s a nice bike, or where are you
going, or I want one of those”. After answering their question the next remark is I am a Member
of GWRRA, are you familiar with Gold Wing Road Riders Association?
This is the beginning of the Recruitment process and the Retention of that potential friend even
before he or she join GWRRA. Spend a few minutes on the benefits of membership. Yes, now is
the time to pull out the recruiting material from your bike. You know, the tri-fold brochure explaining what GWRRA is all about, an old copy of Wing World magazine, the Membership Application, the Information Card with your name, phone # and membership #. Be sure to mention
keywords during your conversation such as International, Local Chapters, Family Atmosphere,
Friends, Fun, Safety, and Knowledge and of course the Gold Book. If local, this is a good time to
hand out a copy of your Chapter newsletter and invite the potential friend to a Chapter gathering
or event. By the way, you can ask your Chapter Membership Enhancement Coordinator or Chapter Director for most of this recruiting material.

Don’t forget about another recruiting tool available for use when you are the admirer of another
motorcycle in the parking lot – The Hanging Tag. If contacted, you have a much better chance of
bringing on a new friend. Invite them to your next Chapter gathering or event.
Members recruited by other Members usually have a higher retention rate than those that discover
GWRRA on the web. There are many recruitment methods of attracting and engaging new potential Members. Determine the recruitment method that is most effective for you considering the
place you come in contact with the potential Member. Personal contact is always the preferred
method; however, the business card, the hanging tag, and the tri-fold brochure are effective tools.
Lena and I got involved with Chapter life after being approached in the hotel parking lot while
attending Ozark Jubilee in Springfield, MO. While cleaning my bike in the hotel parking lot a
Member asked “What part of TX are you from?” I replied Dallas Fort Worth and he followed up
with “what is your Home Chapter?” My response was, “we haven’t joined a Chapter yet”? From
there he explained how Chapters work, gave me a listing of the Chapters in the area and told me a
little about each Chapter. His Home Chapter was about 100 miles from where we lived but he invited us to his Chapter Rally coming up the next month. He told us the CD’s from Chapters in our
area were coming and he would introduce us. He personally greeted us at the rally, introduced us
to his Chapter CD and several Members of the Chapter. We were GWRRA Members but had not
yet met our New Friends.
We can help the growth of GWRRA by finding New Friends while having fun and enjoying our
motorcycles. New friends bring new ideas and dynamics to GWRRA. New friends replenish lost
Members. New friends strengthen Chapters with more participants. New friends increase the
membership of GWRRA.
GWRRA sponsors national venues such as Wing Ding and Weekend at the OPRY in Nashville for
us to engage with distant friends we only get to see once a year. Then there is a network of Chapters we can visit as we travel the country on our Gold Wings and other brand motorcycles and
trikes.
Help GWRRA grow and preserve this most powerful network of friends by committing to find at
least one New Friend this year. The New Friend you recruit today could and most likely will be a
friend for life.

John and Lena Bryant
Assistant MEP Directors
Recruiting and Retention
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Old School Relevance in the Digital Age
How connected are we, really?? Is it for the better, or worse? In the past ten years, we have seen many
changes. From social interaction to social media, from two-way conversations to one-way communication and from cell phones to smartphones. In school, I remember passing notes in class, now it’s
called texting. I remember lots of face time with my friends, now it’s called Facebook. We’ve all seen
the young couple sitting at a restaurant staring at their phones instead of each other. By now you’re
asking, what does this have to do with GWRRA? More and more lately, I see the good, bad and ugly
of instant communication called social media. First, the good: 1. We have the ability to communicate
instantly through texts, Facebook, Instagram, etc. notifying Members of events, updates, etc. 2. We
can post pictures and recaps instantly of rides, gatherings, seminars, conventions, etc. Second, the bad:
1. Social media is one way communication. Don’t depend on it exclusively. 2. Information goes out
to the world...starting with a friend, friend of a friend and where it stops nobody knows! Think twice
before you hit “post.” 3. Be careful “friending” someone you don’t really know. Remember, they will
then have access to your information. Third, the ugly: 1. Bad or wrong information tends to spread
quickly (go viral) and difficult to stop!
All of this being said, most Chapters, Districts and Regions now have a presence on Facebook and/or
Twitter. If used properly, what an outstanding tool for calendar events, updates, recaps of events and
invitations. The latest statistics are that 90% of Smartphone owners use Facebook. Wow!! I must say,
for many of us, we have reconnected with friends and relatives that have been out of sight and out of
mind for years. Personally, besides reconnecting with old friends, it gives me an opportunity to keep
up with many Member’s, Chapter’s and District’s activities not only in the US but abroad as well.
Don’t get me wrong, nothing will replace face-to-face conversations and/or talking on the phone!
There is no substitute for hugs and handshakes! Call it “old school” but human interaction is still second to none! IDK if u cn rd ths, but if u cn, ur hkd! (I don’t know if you can read this, but if you
can, you’re hooked!) OK, be honest, how many of you got it??
C U Somewhere!!
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re we getting too old to have FUN??? Is GWRRA really “mandating” the FUN out??? I really
don’t think so!!!! Our new Director is certainly all about FUN!!! So let’s take stock. If you
really take a look around your Chapter, District or the Region, do you not see husbands and wives
wearing matching clothes? Probably said you’d never do that in your life time didn’t you? Have
you seen some of the crazy hats? Years ago you wouldn’t have been caught dead in one of those!
Ladies, do those chaps make your….you know where I’m going with that one, guys you do not want
to answer that do you?? We get up at o’dark thirty, in the cold, and mount our trusty GoldWing and
off we go to visit another Chapter or meet our friends for some social time. Personally, I hate
o’dark thirty and the cold, but I love the time that I get to spend with my friends and they make it all
worthwhile with just one hug! So, is the FUN really out of GWRRA or have we just started taking
things for granted and we don’t see the FUN anymore? Our eyes are getting a little more tired that
they were just 10 years ago, lol.
But that brings me to this
we HAVE to do in GWRRA.
teer leader to take a course
(OCP) where we used to ask
test, both took time, but with
some social time while learnship experiences.

thought that there is so much more
Well let’s see, we do ask a Volunnow about GWRRA leadership
you to read the manual and take a
the course we at least get to have
ing new stuff and sharing leader-

Why did GWRRA do this? So the membership would have better leadership. There is more paperwork? If you are a Volunteer leader of any organization there is always some paperwork but is it
really any more that it was 14 years ago when we started? Not that I remember. Or is it that we are
just more open as an organization so all of us are talking more about it? As I listen to discussions
that is what I hear. I hear more Members talking about the “stuff” that the Volunteer leader has to
do and they don’t have a context for it so it seems like that leader is burdened with a lot. I will ask
you as leaders to please put into context your responsibilities to the membership so they can rest assured that you are okay and not overworked. I have always believed that through education we all
gain.
You see, GWRRA wants to be the best motorcycle organization ever and to meet those goals and
expectations, we ask our Volunteer leaders to provide the best atmosphere, a FUN atmosphere and
learning atmosphere for the membership and on our end that takes a bit of work. Why do we do that
work? Because we love what we do! We love making Members smile, laugh and giving them a big
hug! We love sharing new education that helps us all ride safer! We love being with the Members
and experiencing a new trip or revisiting one we have done before, there is always something new to
see. We love riding our Gold Wings, Valkyries, F6B’s, Spyders, or others, 2 wheeled or 3, into the
wind, ok not the wind, into the sunshine, just because we can and then we can share that experience
with others. That’s some of the reasons we become leaders in GWRRA, so if you feel tired, just go

up to a Member and give them a hug and we’ll remember why we do what we do and how much
FUN it is to be a leader for this great motorcycle organization!
Remember, where the Chapter Director goes the Chapter goes. That’s true at any level of leadership. That can be a huge responsibility but to keep your Chapter, District, Region, GWRRA
healthy it takes your leadership. We’ll provide some tools to help but it starts with you, if you’re
having FUN it will spread and the next thing you know so it’s an epidemic of FUN!

Anita & JR
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on Fox & Helen are from Wyoming and are the 2013-2014 Region I Couple Of the
Year. Ron was born in Brooklyn, New York. He has 3 sisters and is a retired Federal police supervisor. Thereafter, he worked as a State law officer for the State of Wyoming.
He started riding a Whizzer at the age of 8, and has been riding since. He’s owned and rode a
’75 and now owns a 2005 Black Cherry Trike. Ron has 2 children: a daughter, Chris and a son,
Tim. Ron has attended
29 Wing Dings.
Helen was born near
named Kelly, Wyoworked for Mountain
Jackson State Bank for
worked for the Bank of
Helen retired after 29
She has 2 sons, Grant
She’s been riding since
was in Billings, Monride.

Jackson Hole in a town
ming. After school, she
Bell and later worked for
17 years. After that, she
the West for 11 years.
years with H&R Block.
and Warren.
1998. Her 1st Wing Ding
tana. She truly loves to

As active Members of
GWRRA, Ron has recruited 108 Members,
and is a Hall of Fame
member, and Grand
Master. Helen is a Senior
Master. Helen’s role in their Chapter is Sunshine girl. They take all of the classes that they
can and attend as many local, district, and national conventions.

Ron & Helen
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udy and Linda Copeland bought their first Gold Wing (1200) in April 1988 and joined GWRRA October
1988. Rudy was the rider and Linda was his co-rider. In 1991, Linda started riding her own bike; however still enjoys being a co-rider. Rudy has ridden over 350,000 miles on all his bikes and Linda has totaled
over 250,000 miles on her motorcycles.
They first attended Chapter K of Troy before Chapter O-2 was formed in 1989. In Chapter O-2 they were
AAR’s (Assistant Area Rep’s) for 1 ½ years. Afterwards, they became AR’s (Area Rep’s later changed to
CD’s Chapter Director’s) from 1991-1999. They were named Senior Chapter Directors of Chapter O-2. After
stepping down from that Linda became CRE (Chapter Ride Educator) and Rudy became Ride Coordinator
until the Chapter folded in December 2003.
They made Chapter K of
It wasn’t long before
Educator. This chapter

Troy their home Chapter.
Linda became Chapter
folded in March 2008.

Next, they made Chapter
home Chapter. Linda was
Educator and Rudy evendinator. This chapter then

R of Greenville their
again asked to be Chapter
tually became Ride Coorfolded.

Their home Chapter is
born and Linda is CE
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ADE (Assistant District
the MFA Coordinator.

now Chapter F of Fair(Chapter Educator) and
tor. Even with fair warnthe Chapter offered and
tions. In September
Ohio District Team as
Educators). Linda is also

One thing that they take pride in is the amount of rallies they have attended. Since 1989, they have attended
all the Buckeye rallies and all of the Michigan rallies since 1990. They have attended many of the Indiana
rallies since 1990. When Greenville, Ohio hosted the Region D rally in 1988, they attended that rally and almost every one since. They have also been at every Wing Ding since 1990, which is when it was in Knoxville, Tennessee. When Region D included Kentucky and Tennessee they also attended those rallies. They
have also attended almost every Cabin Fever event, as well as the Indiana Rendezvous and Michigan Wingless
winter rallies. Other states where they have attended at least one rally include West Virginia, Colorado, Alabama, Mississippi, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina (Rudy only). They also attended Region B rally when it was held in Connecticut. With this many attended rallies, it is obvious they enjoy going
to them.
Along with all of the rallies, the Purple Peddlers kept them very busy representing GWRRA; they performed
in 23 states. In April 2013, they attended the University Training Development Program. They are Rider Education, MEC, and LTP seminar presenters.
They were named Chapter Couple of Chapter F for 2011 and 2012. In January of 2013, they were named
Ohio District Couple; following this, they were named the 2013-2004 Region D Couple of the Year in September 2013. Rudy and Linda ride matching yellow 2005 Gold Wings. Linda is a Life Grand Master (number
856) and Rudy is Level III. They are both Life Members of GWRRA.

Rudy & Linda
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wenty-three years as a couple, sharing the joys and the trials of parenthood, Ron and Bev
are now rediscovering their freedom and the fun that comes with it. Their children
Melanie, Matthew and Amanda, now shake their heads in wonder as their parents go from one
adventure to another.
Work hard and play
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Power and they both
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They continue to enjoy the social aspects of this great organization and all their newly found
friends. Ron and Bev are looking forward to their future with their Gold Wing Road Rider family playing a very important role in that future. Life is good!!!

Ron & Bev

H

ello, we are Boyd & Dianne Hixson; we reside in Dayton, Tennessee. We have been married for 24 years. We have four (4) grown children, five (5) grandchildren, and one (1)
great-grand child. Boyd was a production supervisor in manufacturing for 36 years. He retired
in 2005 on “April Fool’s Day” and was honorably discharged from the Tennessee National
Guard. Dianne worked as a cosmetologist when they first met and yes, Boyd did get a new hair
style!
After discovering a mutual interest in riding motorcycles, we started riding our son’s 1994 Kawasaki Ninja. We have since owned a 1994 1100 Yamaha Virago, a 1999 1300 Yamaha Touring, a 2000 GL 1500SE Honda Gold Wing, and are currently riding a 2005 GL 1800 Honda
Gold Wing.
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Our hobbies include; reading, gardening, but mostly riding our Honda Gold Wing.

Boyd & Dianne

H

ello! We are Itzik Dar and Taya Hen, the Overseas Couple of the Year and we are from Israel. Our story is
a story of Love: love of the family, love of the motorcycle, love of Israel and of course love for each other.

We met ten years ago and what brought us together was our love of motorcycles. Taya was divorced with 2 grown
up boys and Itzik was divorced with 2 grown up boys and a girl. Together we are one big happy family, with 5
children, 5 grandchildren and 2 more grandchildren are expected in August. It was important for both of us to
maintain good relationships with everyone and so we try to celebrate together whenever we can.
The medium of our encounter was the internet. We both signed up to "Cupid" and if it wasn't for Itzik's photo with
a motorcycle, we would
have probably missed
each other, because it was
the first thing that
caught my eyes. In my
family, having a motorcycle was a tradition: in
France, my father had
one before he met my
mom, my brother also
rode one and both of my
sons ride, too. So my
sub- conscious was looking for a rider and Itzik
was the one. Love of motorcycles was for him
the first condition for a
meeting. We later
found out that we are a
perfect match, and since
then we are together.
Together we ride an old
Suzuki motorcycle; together we had an accident
and together we went
back to riding another old
Suzuki, until Itzik fell in
love with a beautiful classic Gold Wing. In Israel, insuring Classic motorcycles costs less, so
we imported a 78 classic Gold Wing from the states. Many other people did the same, and Itzik decided that he
wanted to meet all the other owners of Classic Gold Wing motorcycles. So he set up the Chapter ISR-B Classic,
with the help of Dan Sanderovich. This Chapter is unique. We are the only chapter in the world which own classic
Gold Wing motorcycles.
Together we are the Directors of this Chapter; the Members and we are now like a big family. The relationships
between us are very friendly. A few months ago, one of the couples got married and all the Chapter was invited to
the wedding. We organize meetings, week-ends, barbecues and, of course, motorcycles tours.
Israel is a small but beautiful country. There are many sites to visit and we always combine the pleasure of riding
with the hunger for knowledge. From Mount Hermon in the North to Eilat in the South, we travel with a tour guide
and learn about all the places and stories of the people who lived in this land since the beginning of time.
We visit Druze, Bedouins and Christians and learn about their traditions and unique food. There are also wonderful archeological sites, such as Acre, Nazareth and of course Jerusalem. We live in Haifa- a beautiful city. We love
our country and we are proud of it. We will gladly host each and every one of you, if you would like to come and
visit us.

Itzik & Taya

Dave Carter
Director, Divisions & Programs

T

his past month I received a few responses from our
GW University Trainers when I asked for their opinion on Trainer requirements. Although the amendment to
the GW University Requirements and the required Articles
for Senior and Master Trainers will not be changed
(again), However, Lydia Bourg, one of our University
Master Trainers, has provided some interesting view
points for all of our Trainers to ponder.
Remember, the portion of the recertification policy for
Senior and Master Trainers that required one article in two
years has been eliminated. But as Lydia suggest a good
article from our coveted Trainers should always welcomed
and it will be my honor to continue to receive and publish
your articles for Insight.

Dave

Insightfully
Focused

Lydia Bourg
Assistant Director
Rider Education
832-567-2004
lbourg@omsi.net

In the April Insight we asked for your opinion on Trainer requirements

I

am writing this letter as a Trainer who is frustrated with the changes that are being made to please
a few who are complaining. I would like to give you a different perspective and ask you not to
cheapen or lessen the training we offer our Members.
Everything we do in GWRRA is about choices. We choose to be a Member. We choose to participate
with a Chapter. We choose to read the Member Message Board. We choose to participate in the training offered by the LTP, MEP and REP. We also choose the level in which we participate. It is all
about choices.
When we choose to participate at a higher level and give back to GWRRA by serving the Members as
Officers and/or Trainers our options change. Yes we choose to hold these positions but by doing so we
must abide by a different set of standards to make certain the Members are being given accurate information in a professional manner. Membership perceives Trainers as “GWRRA gurus”, all knowing in
all programs. The Members have high expectations and we need to live up to that. We need to guard
against those who really only want the patch and would not offer good service to the Members.
All Trainers should have to take a “Trainer the Trainer” course. In the past we had the LTD IDC or
REP SPDP, the Rider Course Instructors had the IDC and the MFA Instructors had their class as well.
This was a good thing and should continue under the University Training Development Program, Instructor Development Course or Medic First Aid requirements.
All Trainers should have to participate in the Rider Education Levels Program. LTP and MEP Trainers
should have to be current in Level II. They teach about Rider Education therefore they should have to
participate. Level II is Safety by Education which means a Rider or Co-Rider Course every 3 years. Is
it really asking too much? I suggest it is not.
Rider Course Instructors should have to be current in Level IV. They should practice safe riding and
wear protective gear at all times, not just on the range. Is this asking too much? Some would say it is I
suggest it is about choices. You choose to practice what you preach and lead by example.
Medic First Aid ® Instructors should have to be current in Level III. CPR or First Aid is required for
this level in addition to the riding course and I believe the Instructors should have to be current in the
Level their class is required for. It is again a matter of choosing to lead by example.
Has a Trainer not been observed for awhile? Then by all means have someone do so every few years.
We ask people to take a riding course every three years and CPR/First Aid every two years in order to
keep the training fresh and the skills sharp. Presenting a class should be no different. Trainers can develop bad habits or get a bit sloppy in presentation and should welcome the chance to have this pointed
out and corrected.

Lydia Bourg
Assistant Director
Rider Education
832-567-2004
lbourg@omsi.net

A Trainer chooses to pursue going to a Senior position. The requirements are not too difficult. Teach a
few classes every year and write an article. Many hold Officer positions that require writing an article
a month. Submitting one a year or one every two years is not too hard. If someone finds it difficult to
write he may have a hard time presenting. Or maybe a little editing is all that is needed. Remember
even professional writers have editors to help them. It is about choices. Choose or choose not, instead
of moving up maybe remaining a University Trainer is what is best.
A Senior Trainer choosing to pursue becoming a Master Trainer is asking to be in a position that Members hold in the highest regard. There should be no question that this person is choosing to do all that
is required to best serve the Membership. I have found it difficult to find a District that would allow
me to offer at UTDP or Horizon Program. Now that there is a new Trainer in Texas that problem
should disappear. Others who are not District or Region Officers may have found the same problem. I
would welcome the opportunity to write an article a year to take the place of the UTDP or Horizon Program requirement. Again, it is about choices.
It is an honor to share information with the Members. Being a Trainer is not about a patch on one’s
vest, it is about sharing the best information we have the best way we can to help our Members find life
a little easier at work or play. It is meant to help them ride more safely and enjoy that ride to the fullest.
We may lose some Trainers over this. If you give people a year to come into compliance they will
have plenty of time to choose the direction they want to go.
Please consider and discuss this with your Program Directors and the Assistants charged with monitoring compliance. I trust you will do the best for the Membership. I will choose to comply with the final
decision that is made.
Thank you for your consideration,

Lydia
Lydia Bourg
GWRRA # 151585-01

Insightfully
Focused

Harry & Joan Dollarhide
TEAM GWRRA
Rider Course Program Directors
107 Knight Court, Kill Devil Hills, NC
27948
(H) 252‐219‐2018 ‐‐ (C) 405‐694‐5218

When Thunder Roars, Go Indoors

W

hile we entrust our GWRRA Rider Course Instructors to make the final decision
on stopping range activity and moving participants to shelter, the safety of our
Members, and Rider Coaches is of utmost importance. Lightning is one of our greatest concerns on the rider course range. We want everyone involved in GWRRA Rider Courses to understand the dangers of lightning so that they will take the appropriate action when thunderstorms threaten.”
NOAA LIGHTNING SAFETY RULES
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/box/lightning.html

All thunderstorms produce lightning, by definition. If you can hear thunder, you are close
enough to the storm to be struck. Move inside. It doesn't have to be raining yet since lightning
can strike 10 to 15 miles away from the rain portion of the storm. These lightning strokes
come out of the upper portions of the thunderstorm cloud which extends 5 to 10 miles into the
atmosphere.
In general, lightning will travel the easiest route from the cloud to ground which means that it
often strikes the tallest object. Therefore, a simple rule is to not make yourself the tallest object
or stand near the tallest object in your immediate surroundings. If you are in a group of people,
spread out keeping several yards apart from each other.
Stay away from metal objects such as fences, poles, equipment, pipes, etc. Get rid of metal
objects on your body such as coins, money clips, hair pins, jewelry, etc. Stay away from water.
Inside, stay away from electrical appliances, Televisions, and telephones. Only use the phone
in an emergency.
If you feel your hair stand on end, you are in immediate danger of being struck. Unless you
can instantly jump inside a shelter, drop to a crouching position, bending forward and keeping
your feet close together with your hands on your knees. The object is to be as low to the
ground as possible, but with as little of your body surface touching the ground.
Persons struck by lightning carry no electrical charge and can be handled safely. Lightning
often has a paralyzing effect that is temporary. Even though a person appears dead, he or she
may be resuscitated. If a victim is not breathing, immediately start mouth to mouth resuscitation. If a person is not breathing AND there is no pulse, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or

Harry & Joan Dollarhide
TEAM GWRRA
Rider Course Program Directors
107 Knight Court, Kill Devil Hills, NC
27948
(H) 252‐219‐2018 ‐‐ (C) 405‐694‐5218

CPR, must be administered. This is a combination of mouth to mouth resuscitation and external
cardiac compression, and should only be undertaken by persons with proper training.

Here are some fallacies and facts,
1. Fallacy, lightning never strikes twice in the same place,
Fact, there are numerous documented cases of multiple lightning strikes in the same place.
2. Fallacy, the rubber soles of your shoes or the rubber tires on a car will protect you from being
injured by lightning.
Fact, rubber soled shoes and rubber tires provide no protection from lightning. However the
steel frame of a hard topped vehicle will protect you, if you are not touching metal. If your car is
struck by lightning, you may suffer injuries and your car may be damaged, but you are enormously safer than if you are outside.
3. Fallacy, you can tell the distance to lightning by counting 1 second per mile after the thunder.
Fact, it takes Sound 5 seconds for Sound to travel 1 mile. So, count 5 seconds for one mile, 10
seconds for 2 miles, etc.
The bottom line is that if you hear thunder, you need to move rider course participants inside
immediately. Lightning can strike up to 10 miles from a thunderstorm, which is about the distance that the sound of thunder can travel and be heard. All thunderstorms produce lightning,
and each lightning strike is a potential killer.”

Harry & Joan

Insightfully

